This drawing is to be read in conjunction with:

- Proposals for the major works, refer to drawing BSE050017-CH2-LO0-A3-0000-BG0-G00
- Arboricultural Method Statement

Ref: IMSE500177-CH2-L00-A4-VS-L-0607

**NOTE**

- All sections and details are to be drawn using these layers. Objects are to be placed on the layer with the desired pen weight to reduce ambiguous layer descriptions. Text and dimension layers specific to details.
- A standard legend can be found within the template file and each object displayed is on the corresponding layer.
- Legend it is advised to use the 'Make objects layer current' tool which will ensure a consistent layer description.
- It is offset from original position by 250mm.

**Legend**

- MATCHLINE

- All the above text heights will be legible if all the above text heights will be legible if...